
What is this a painting of?

Is it painted realistically?

What colours can you see?

What time of day was it painted?

How old is the painting? 



By the end of the lesson, you should be able to:

tell me the six key features of Impressionism.

show me a page in your sketchbook all about 

Impressionism, painted in an Impressionist style!

tell me some information about Monet and what 

Art was like before the Impressionist era.

WALT understand the six key features of 
Impressionism, and how to present them creatively



Born in 1840 in Paris.

Died in 1926 aged 86 in Giverny.

His father was a grocer and his mother was a 

singer. 

Lived with his Aunt from the age of 16 when 

his mother died.  

His Aunt supported his Artistic ambitions and 

pulled him out of the Army to begin studying 

Art. 

Married Camille who he often painted.



Impressionist 

painters used 

colour and 

brushstrokes in a 

new way.

Claude Monet was the 

most important of the 

Impressionist 

Painters.



Looked to ancient 

Rome and Greece for 

inspiration.





The movement wanted to 

capture untamed nature 

and fully involve the 

viewer in strong emotions 

such as horror, terror and 

awe. 







Impressionism is a 19th-century art movement and is 

known for using relatively small, thin, yet visible brush 

strokes that tries to show the direction of light in the 

painting and how it has changing qualities

Began approximately: 1860

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1VFKB_enGB682GB683&q=impressionism+began+approximately&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LQz9U3MK7IMtTSyE620i_LLC5NzIlPLCrRB-L4gtSizPyU-Nz8stTc1LwSq6TU9MS8RayKmbkFRanFxZn5eZnFuQpgUYXEgoKi_IrM3MSS1JxKAIvj6lJaAAAA&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjEsYnk-YjnAhVfURUIHdN_AawQ6BMoADAdegQIDhAX






Claude tried to show the changing colours and 

shadows during the day and how scenes changed in 

different seasons. 

Do you know what time of day Claude painted this?



We’re going to go on a journey through 

time and space....

...to help us remember the six key features 

of Impressionist paintings.



They tried to 

capture the 

effects of light



Impressionist 

artists mostly 

worked outside



Impressionist artists did 

not blend in the marks 

made by the paintbrush  



They worked fast 

to capture the 

effects of light on 

the landscape 



They did not use black 

paint



They used 

contrasting colours



WALT understand the six key features of Impressionism, and how to 
present them creatively

They worked fast to 

capture the moment –

create an impression

They used 

contrasting colours

They did not 

blend in the 

marks made by 

the paintbrush  

They did 

not use 

black 

paint

They tried to 

capture the effects 

of light

Impressionist 

artists mostly 

worked outside



A quick re-cap...

They worked fast to 

capture the effect of the 

moment

They used 

contrasting colours

They did not blend in the 

marks made by the 

paintbrush  

They did not 

use black paint

They tried to 

capture the effects 

of light

Impressionist artists 

mostly worked outside


